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While Mercer’s Dynamic
Asset Allocation Committee
believes that taming today’s
high inflation will most likely
lead to a soft landing, the risk
of a deeper recession means
it’s time to build balanced
portfolios to handle all types
of weather.
James Brundrett, Partner and Senior Investment Consultant
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When it comes to inflation, the horse has clearly bolted.
UK consumer price inflation reached a 40-year high of
9.1% in May (see chart) and the Bank of England (BoE)
projects that it will rise above 11% this year before
starting to subside. Inflation has risen rapidly in the
US and Europe. The BoE, like other central banks, is
now urgently tightening monetary policy but faces the
challenge of judging just how much is enough.
The consensus opinion is that breaking inflation in the UK
requires that the BoE raise interest rates until that forces
a slowdown. But will this be a “soft” or “hard” landing, a
mild slowdown or severe recession? Uncertainty about the
outcome explains why financial markets are so nervous.
To weather this highly uncertain environment for
asset prices, we believe that investors should balance
their portfolios with true diversification in mind across

traditional growth assets, defensive strategies and real
assets. This includes making full use of the alternative
diversifiers that are available today, as well as looking to
areas of emerging value that offer opportunities to de-risk
defined benefit pension portfolios.
But before considering portfolio construction, it’s
important to understand what’s driving inflation, as
well as whether this is temporary or could persist.
When society started to reopen in many countries in
2021 with the end of Covid-19 lockdowns, there was a
straightforward mathematical increase in inflation as
prices rose from their depressed levels during 2020 when
people were confined to their homes. As not all countries
opened up at the same time, however, this disrupted
supply chains and amplified inflationary pressures.

Figure 1. Annual inflation rates
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What’s driving inflation?
Take cars, for example. As Asian countries opened up later
than the UK, the US and Europe, this held back production
for Taiwan and its neighbours of semiconductors that
are so vital to today’s cars. The result? Second-hand car
prices in the UK and other markets soared. That was in
summer 2021, however, when inflation was contained
to a few goods categories. Inflation has broadened to
virtually every aspect of consumption and runs the risk of
becoming entrenched.
Economists were surprised by the strength of inflation in
2021, which was especially evident in higher commodity
prices and shipping costs. Then came the geopolitical
shock in Ukraine in February 2022, and commodities
such as oil, natural gas and wheat spiked still higher (see
figure 2).

Figure 2. Second-hand cars
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Yet these are all one-off factors, which will ease. Given
the one-off rises in commodity prices over the past 12
months, year-on-year inflation comparisons for 2023
will be more favourable; commodity prices are falling at
present and are down about 10% from their peak due
to declining demand and recession fears. Turning to
the supply chain, pressures will abate at some point as
societies everywhere learn how to live with Covid-19. For
example, the cost of shipping a container from Shanghai
to Los Angeles has fallen by more than 40% from its
peak, although it remains elevated in a historical context
(see chart).

The trouble is that this leads to a self-reinforcing cycle of
inflation. For that reason, the BoE is hiking interest rates
aggressively to slow the economy, cool the labour market
and suppress wage pressures.
There’s a range of opinions among commentators
regarding the BoE’s potential success on this front,
however. Our Dynamic Asset Allocation Committee leans
towards the view that UK inflation generally is peaking
and there will be a soft landing for the economy. What’s
uncertain is the path of wage increases, which is why we
have a tentatively dovish view on inflation.

However, it’s rising wages that create the danger of
high inflation lasting longer. Faced with higher prices,
UK workers are already demanding matching wage
settlements (see figure 3).

Figure 3. Annual unemployment and wage growth
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Building balanced portfolios
Thus, there remains a risk of stagflation or deeper
recession in a replay of the high inflation and low growth
of the 1970s. While not our central case, investors should
guard against these possibilities. Gilt yields have already
risen sharply in response to higher inflation after their
multi-decade decline (see chart) while the US stock market
and others have fallen by at least 20% — the definition of
a bear market.
Against that background, we believe that defined benefit
pension funds and other institutional investors should
construct portfolios that can weather all conditions by
diversifying across four building blocks: real assets that
are inflation-sensitive, defensive strategies that limit the

danger of recession, growth-focused assets in the event
that financial markets suddenly recover and assets that
are alternative diversifiers, with low likely correlations
to others.
In terms of real asset inflation hedges, long-lease
property has been performing well, inflation-linked gilts
have been getting cheaper and floating rate debt such as
leveraged loans, private debt and secured finance offer
effective protection.
Defensive assets would include low-volatility equities,
some hedge funds and absolute return bonds. Further,
convertible bonds have defensive qualities because
they pay a coupon even if the equity element does not
perform well.

Figure 4. Gilt yields
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By contrast, to note upside in the case of a soft landing,
growth opportunities would include small cap equities,
private equity and distressed debt. There are also
opportunities in emerging markets equity and debt,
especially in the Asian high-yield category.
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Lastly, alternative diversifiers include some of the more
idiosyncratic assets in private markets, frontier emerging
markets, insurance-linked securities, some hedge funds
and equity option strategies.
There’s also an opportunity for conservative defined
benefit funds to de-risk their portfolios. A number of
schemes have seen steady or even improving funding
levels as liability values have fallen at the same or
greater rate than assets (as of 30 June 2022, FTSE 350
DB schemes were in surplus on an IAS19 accounting
basis). For some of these schemes, credit spreads have
widened to such an extent that they are in the privileged
position of being able to sell their traditional growth asset
holdings — typically only about 15% of portfolios — and
buy credit. By doing so, these schemes would be able to
remove equity risk, achieve their required expected return
and help deliver the cash-flows needed to pay future
pensions, while stabilising funding levels.
What’s clear is that doing nothing in the context of fragile
economies is not a wise option. While a soft landing still
seems the most likely outcome, the risk of a return to the
stagflation and deep recessions of the 1970s cannot be
ruled out. The good news is that today’s range of complex
investment strategies means there are more ways than
ever to truly diversify portfolios.
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Important notes
This does not constitute an offer or a solicitation of an
offer to buy or sell securities, commodities and/or any
other financial instruments or products or constitute a
solicitation on behalf of any of the investment managers,
their affiliates, products or strategies that Mercer may
evaluate or recommend.
For the avoidance of doubt, this paper is not formal
investment advice to allow any party to transact.
Additional advice will be required in advance of entering
into any contract.
The findings and/or opinions expressed herein are
the intellectual property of Mercer and are subject to
change without notice. They are not intended to convey
any guarantees as to the future performance of the
investment products, asset classes or capital markets
discussed. Past performance does not guarantee future
results and the value of investments can go down as
well as up.
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